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Abstract: This study aims to analyze the development of gifted student’s elementary schools at MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo. This research uses a descriptive, qualitative approach. Data comes from observations and interviews with the principal, teachers, guardians of students, and students. The data analysis technique used an interactive model (Miles and Huberman), while the data validity test used data triangulation. The results showed that the talent development of elementar\(y\) school students was in line with the concept of the three rings Renzulli, where the characteristics of gifted students at MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor, Santri sh\(a\)ed above-average ability, commitment to task, enthusiasm, confidence, desire, exhibits high creativity such as fluency, flexibility and originality in thinking, openness to experience, curiosity, and courage to take steps.
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Introduction

Every human being is born as an individual with different potentials, abilities, traits, or attitudes. Groups called unique talents are those who have a superior potential above the potential possessed by normal humans (Renzulli, 2016). Usually, they have a unique perspective from other humans. Prophet Muhammad said:

"ANGEDAMAN NATTA AIB ANIB ZINAB ULAH LAHRI ANIB SULTANAN ANIB WRANGAN ANIB HIRZA RUST LLAH ULAH QAL ALDN ZINAN " (BUKHORI, HADITH NUMBER 2296, 2011).

Narrated Abu Huraira:

The Prophet said, "Every child is born with a true faith of Islam (i.e. to worship none but Allah Alone) and his parents convert him to Judaism or Christianity or Magianism, as an animal delivers a perfect baby animal. Do you find it mutilated?" (Bukhari, Hadith Number 2296, 2011).

As social beings, gifted students are the same as other students, they experience growth and development which is influenced by nature, thoughts, attitudes, creativity, and relationships (Anggraini et al., 2020; Munandar, 2012). However, what distinguishes them from other gifted students is the students' goals, interests, and potential (Tresnawati, 2015). This makes them need special attention from various parties, both family, school, and community (Yoenanto, 2012).

According to Klimecká (2020), the problems faced by gifted students are labeling problems, grading as numbers, underachievers, and self-concept problems. Student problems can raise expectations of ability, increase the mental burden and lead to frustration (Yaman & Sökmez, 2020). Problems with gifted students, namely: problems with unrealistic career choices or unpopular career choices, relationships with teachers or peers, mismatched...
development and sometimes causing problems for themselves and their environment; and ideal figure (Hava et al., 2020).

If the problem is not getting immediate guidance and counseling, it will lead to inappropriate behavior that hinders the development of their potential talents (Lee & Son, 2017; Sendayu & Sumaryo, 2020). One of the guidance and counseling tasks is to help gifted students to overcome their problems (Aulia, 2020). Gifted students have abilities and interests in a wide variety of fields, making it difficult to determine which areas they will take seriously (Yaman & Sökmez, 2020).

Gifted children are the same as other normal children who need a touch of guidance and counseling in dealing with all their problems (Rimonda et al., 2018). Gifted students are the same as other students who need help to maximize their potential for school achievement (Zernher & Matthews, 2017). According to Miller (2014), the help provided to gifted students is assisting individuals to achieve the self-understanding and self-direction needed to make maximum adjustments to schools, families, and communities. Assistance provided to gifted students is a process that involves a professional and tries to help others achieve self-understanding, make decisions, and solve problems (Laine & Tirri, 2016; Pietrofesa et al., 1971).

We can know that the quality of a person is seen from the level of personality and potential (talents, interests, and abilities), so that gifted children also need programs that can develop their talents and potential (Syafri et al., 2020; Thahir & Hidayat, 2020). This program differs from guidance and counseling based on the characteristics, needs, and problems faced by gifted children (Ersoy & Uysal, 2019; Yaman & Sökmez, 2020). This demands the sensitivity of the counselor or supervisor because of their unique needs (Ozcan & Uzunboylu, 2019).

Guidance for basic education students can help them become independent, aware of their growth and development barriers, and allow them to open up so that they can develop themselves (Ozcan & Uzunboylu, 2019), as happened in Medesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur'an Gontor Ponorogo. There are five types of talents that Baitul Qur'an Gontor Ponorogo students have. The first talents are general intellectuals such as high academic achievement and intelligence; second, special academic talents, in the field of public speaking and qiraah al-Quran; third, leadership talent; fourth, talent in one field of music, tambourine, painting, dance, and singing; Fifth, psychomotor talents, namely drum band, futsal, swimming, gymnastics, and martial arts. Meanwhile, the talent for creative-productive thinking has not been found.

The principal is responsive in responding to the needs of students, responding to student problems, providing facilities, and counseling services to students who have hidden talents and high achievement. Therefore, the researcher wanted to conduct a developmental analysis of gifted children and wanted to find out how successful the teacher was in helping overcome the problems that students faced.

Methods

This study used a qualitative approach with a case study design (Ulfatin, 2015), to analyze the talents of primary education students at Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur'an Gontor Ponorogo, based on facts and data obtained during field observations. The research location was the Islamic Boarding School for Children Sholeh Baitul Qur'an Gontor Ponorogo. The subjects in this study were the principal, teachers, guardians of students, and students. The researcher acts as a key instrument that must be present directly at the research location for primary data collection in qualitative research(Ulfatin, 2015).
Data collection techniques using observation and interviews. Interviews with school principals, teachers, counselors, and students. These techniques are basic qualitative data collection techniques that aim to produce data descriptions in oral, written, and photographic forms that will provide an overview of behavior, observable features of the research object (Sugiyono, 2015). After the data is obtained, it is analyzed in stages, data analysis is carried out before entering the field, during the field, and after completing the field. Data analysis used in this study consisted of: data collection; data reduction; presentation of data; and conclusions (Miles et al., 2014).

Results and Discussion

Delving into the uniqueness of an individual is indeed fun, but if this is an analogy of a teacher figure who must identify the characteristics and abilities of his students well, then it is no longer a simple thing (Fadhil et al., 2019; Nurjan, 2018b). It will illustrate the enormous responsibility in conveying the results got by students as input for the school, students, and their parents (Nurjan, 2018a). Here, of course, it must be followed by clear objectives and parameters in an assessment conducted by the teacher to map the intellectual condition, talents and creativity, personality, and motivation of students in the school (Fachruddin, 2017).

Based on the results of interviews with teachers and school counselors; and observations, that the development of giftedness of students at MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo varies, some are talented in the arts, futsal, scouts, drum bands, sports, tambourine arts, and are academically talented, and increase with additional special hours grouped with a special class (tahfidz class Qur’an). This is in line with Idris (2017), which requires the development of giftedness of students to be proven by high achievement abilities in fields such as intellectual, creative, artistic, leadership, or specific academic capacities, and requires services or activities that are not the same as those provided in school in connection with the discovery of his abilities (Ozcan & Uzunboylu, 2019).

In addition, gifted behavior and morals of students at the Islamic Boarding School for Children Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo, has become a separate icon, namely: dhuhur prayer in congregation, dzuhur prayer in congregation, Friday prayer in congregation, recitation, recitation of the Qur’an, throwing trash in its place, and so on. All elements handle the giftedness of their respective students, especially the principal and vice-principal of student affairs, who organize and accompany the giftedness of the students of MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo.

According to Nurjan (2018a), gifted students must get good educational services, and in effect also refer to the assumption that giftedness has strong implications for the emergence of certain characteristics, needs, and problems that are relatively different from normal children. Gifted children have different needs from other children in various aspects of development or life (Andesta, 2018), both in mental health, self-development, cognitive development, achievement, academics, and future careers (Angraini et al., 2020; Mönks & Mason, 2000).

The development of giftedness of students at MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo can be seen by knowing early on the gifted development of students through academic scores and using a certain value rating, and grouped through the distribution of questionnaires. This is in line with Wang & Tsai (2016), which requires the ability of students to work on their own to achieve something that has been planned, a powerful will, perseverance, and a strong effort in trying to achieve notable achievement.

https://ejournal.adeuniv.ac.id/index.php/konsei
In addition, the development of giftedness of students at MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo is not only related to academics, although schools do not facilitate non-academic giftedness. The effort of MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo for this is very large, with its limitations trying to accommodate it by bringing in jujitsu art tutors, drum bands, giringah, tambourine, futsal, and various other gifts. Meanwhile, the development of giftedness of the students of MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo in the religious field is more prominent, as Tahfidzul Qur’an and Islamic culture as greetings, dhuiha prayer, recitation, other Islamic habits. As for the development of mathematical academic talent by inviting tutors through enrichment programs.

The commitment of gifted students at MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo to school tasks is as disciplined, and students are required to follow and carry out the tasks assigned to them. The form of high creativity of talented students is their participation in drum band competitions, scout competitions, tambourine art competitions, sports competitions, speech competitions, and other competitions. And this is inseparable from the support of teachers to gifted students by motivating them as a teacher helps them at every competition event. The teacher helps gifted students through certain subjects outside of school hours, with the knowledge of their respective homeroom teachers.

However, school facilities have not been maximal in providing facilities for gifted students, for example, various extracurricular spaces that are still incorporated in the study room. Then in teaching and learning activities, the teacher prepares special classes for gifted students by adding learning hours from regular classes. Every teaching and learning activity is designed with the formation of talents, especially gifted behavior and morals, such as instilling a strong diversity for students when entering lessons by reading prayers, and then every lesson change is always preceded by bismillah by the teacher. The holders of commitment in developing the talents of students at MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo are all elements, but the more dominant is the deputy principals and assisted by the deputy principal in the curriculum and other teachers.

The talent development of students at the Islamic Islamic Boarding School Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo cannot be separated from the role of the family in providing facilities, assistance, encouragement, and motivation to gifted children in carrying out their duties such as school fees, school assignments from home and other tasks. Knowing children's talents, parents can ask questions and observe children's activities.

Based on this, the development of giftedness of the students at MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo who is guided directly by parents has a firm commitment to developing the giftedness of students at home and in their environment. As for gifted behavior/morals, it can be said to be good. The development of student talents must coincide with the character building and discipline of children (Ersoy & Uysal, 2019; Tahrir, 2009), to find out existing abilities and need to be improved (Maghfiroh et al., 2019).

Gifted children at MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo stated that their relationships and ways of socializing are no different from other children, but they appear to be different in their appearance. Gifted children at MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo stated that their relationships and ways of socializing are no different from other children, but they appear to be different in their appearance. The learning time for gifted students is done in the morning before leaving for school, and at night, with more time duration than other students.

Some of the gifted students at the MI Pesantren Anak Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo have more grades than others, and some others have intelligence above average. This is in line with Ozcan & Uzunboyulu (2019) and Renzulli (1992), that gifted students have a firm commitment, namely completing the tasks given to them well, even completing the
task earlier than other friends. When viewed from how to get along with students who are to be given the same as others, they only hang out with the same sex.

As for the forms of giftedness possessed by talented students at the Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo Islamic Boarding School, such as having achievements in drum band activities, *muhadhorah*, *tambourine*, futsal, scouting, sports, badminton, and so on. And those who play the most role in delivering talented students are family, teachers, friends, and Allah SWT. Gifted students can manage time, namely the time to develop their talents and time to make friends, and the ability to maintain a balance between learning and socializing. Peers support gifted students who are marked with pride in their achievements, want to imitate and follow them, and some others are not supportive because every student develops their talents. Based on these results, it can be understood that guidance and counseling services in elementary schools have a positive impact on students, specifically they can provide opportunities for students to develop their potential, interests, be able to recognize themselves and their environment, be able to direct themselves and be able to solve the problems they face optimally.

Conclusions and Suggestion

The development of giftedness of elementary education students at the Islamic Boarding School for Children Sholeh Baitul Qur’an Gontor Ponorogo is closely related to the concept of three rings of gifted development of students put forward by Renzulli, including: (1) abstract thinking, verbal and numerical reasoning, spatial relationships, memory, fluency; (2) adaptation to and formation of new situations in the external environment; and information processing automation; and (2) special abilities, which comprise: the application of various combinations of general abilities above to more specific fields (such as mathematics, science, arts, leadership), and the ability to gain and appropriately use some formal knowledge, techniques, and strategies for solving specific problems.

Second, shows a commitment to the task, namely: the high ability to interest, enthusiasm, and involvement with a particular problem or field; perseverance, endurance, determination, hard work, and devotion; self-confidence, belief, and a strong desire to achieve; the ability to identify problems in certain areas; and maintaining self-disclosure and external criticism; develop a sense of aesthetics, quality, and excellence about his work and the work of others. Third, showing high creativity, namely: fluency, flexibility, and authenticity in thinking; openness to experience; receptive to what is different in one’s own and others’ thoughts, actions, and products; curious, speculative, and adventurous, the desire to take risks in both thoughts and actions; sensitive to the characteristics of ideas and something detailed and aesthetic; the desire to act and react to external stimulation, their ideas and feelings, and the courage to continue achieving. Based on these results, it can be understood that guidance and counseling services in elementary schools have a positive impact on students. The results of the research are expected to provide inspiration for principals, teachers, and counselors to apply the gifted student method to guidance and counseling services because it can provide opportunities for students to develop optimally according to their potential and interests. Able to make themselves and their environment able to direct themselves alone; and able to solve the problems it faces.
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## Analysis

### Originality Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Source Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14%</td>
<td>Similarity Index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13%</td>
<td>Internet Sources</td>
<td><a href="http://www.semanticscholar.org">www.semanticscholar.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>Publications</td>
<td><a href="http://www.scilit.net">www.scilit.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2%</td>
<td>Student Papers</td>
<td>&quot;Conceptions of Giftedness and Talent&quot;, Springer Science and Business Media LLC, 2021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Primary Sources

1. **www.semanticscholar.org**
   - Internet Source
   - 4%
2. **digilib.uin-suka.ac.id**
   - Internet Source
   - 3%
3. **core-docs.s3.amazonaws.com**
   - Internet Source
   - 2%
4. **Submitted to Universitas Negeri Malang**
   - Student Paper
   - 2%
5. **ejournal.unida.gontor.ac.id**
   - Internet Source
   - 1%
6. **www.scilit.net**
   - Internet Source
   - 1%
7. **eprints.eudl.eu**
   - Internet Source
   - 1%
8. **digilib2.unisayogy.ac.id**
   - Internet Source
   - 1%
   - 1%